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Abstract—The big data era requires a growing number of
companies to publish their data publicly. Preserving the privacy
of users while publishing these data has become a critical
problem. One of the most sensitive sources of data is spa-
tiotemporal trajectory datasets. Such datasets are extremely
sensitive as users’ personal information such as home address,
workplace and shopping habits can be inferred from them.
In this paper, we propose an approach for anonymization
of spatiotemporal trajectory datasets. The proposed approach
is based on generalization entailing alignment and clustering
of trajectories. We propose to apply k′-means algorithm for
clustering trajectories by developing a technique that makes it
possible. We also significantly reduce the information loss during
the alignment by incorporating multiple sequence alignment
instead of pairwise sequence alignment used in the literature. We
analyze the performance of our proposed approach by applying
it to Geolife dataset, which includes GPS logs of over 180 users
in Beijing, China. Our experiments indicate the robustness of
our framework compared to prior works.

I. INTRODUCTION

Publishing data by different organizations and institutes is
crucial for open research and transparency of government
agencies. Just in Australia, since 2013, over 7000 additional
datasets have been published on ’data.gov.au’, a dedicated
website for data publication by the Australian government.
Moreover, the new Australian government data sharing and
legislation [1]–[3] encourages government agencies to publish
their data, and as early as 2018 many of them will have to do
so. The process of data publication can be significantly risky
as it may contain individuals’ sensitive information. Therefore,
an essential step before publishing data is to remove any
personally identifying information from the dataset. However,
such operation is not sufficient for privacy preservation. Ad-
versaries are able to link the datasets using common attributes
called quasi-identifiers, or may have prior knowledge about
the trajectories travelled by the users which enables them to
reveal sensitive information that can cause physical, financial
and reputational harms to people.

One of the most sensitive sources of data is location tra-
jectories or spatiotemporal trajectories. Despite numerous use
cases that the publication of spatiotemporal data can provide
to users and researchers, it poses a significant threat to users’
privacy. As an example, consider a person who has been using

GPS navigation to travel from home to work every morning of
weekdays. If an adversary has some prior knowledge about a
user, such as the home address, it may be able to identify the
user. This can compromise private information about the user,
such as the user’s health condition and how often does the user
visit his/her specialist. Therefore, it is crucial to anonymize
spatiotemporal datasets before publishing them to the public.

Most of the work in the area of privacy preservation for spa-
tiotemporal trajectories is focused on achieving k-anonymity
proposed in [4]. The idea is to hide the true data among
at least k − 1 other data entries so that the trajectories of
the users are not distinguishable. The authors in [5], adopted
the notion of k-anonymity for trajectories and proposed an
anonymization algorithm based on generalization. Xu et al.
[6] investigated the factors such as spatio-temporal resolution
and the number of users released. The authors in [7] focused
on improving the clustering approach in the anonymization
process. The proposed anonymization scheme is based on
achieving k-anonymity by grouping similar trajectories and
removing the ones that are highly dissimilar. More recently,
the authors in [8] developed an algorithm called k-merge to
anonymize the trajectory datasets while preserving the privacy
of users from probabilistic attacks. Local suppression and
splitting techniques were considered in [9].

In general, there are two major problems with the existing
methods. Firstly, it lacks well-defined methods to cluster
trajectories as there is no easy way to measure the cost of
clustering according to distances among trajectories. Secondly,
the existing literature focuses on pairwise sequence alignment
which results in a high amount of information loss during the
trajectory alignment. In our work, we address these prob-
lems by proposing a method to anonymize spatiotemporal
trajectories. Our approach has two main contributions:

• Use of multiple sequence alignment instead of pairwise
sequence alignment, which significantly reduces the
cost of alignment.

• Applying k′-means clustering algorithm for clustering
trajectories by developing a technique to enable the
approach.

We analyze the performance of our proposed anonymization
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method by applying it to Geolife dataset which includes GPS
logs of over 180 users in Beijing, China. Our experiments
indicate the robustness of our proposed method compared to
recent work in [8].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We start by
explaining the system model and formulating the problem in
section II. The proposed anonymization approach is presented
in section III, followed by experimental results in section IV.
Finally, we conclude the paper in section V.

II. SYSTEM MODEL & PROBLEM FORMULATION

We assume that a map has been discretized into an ε×ε grid
and the time is discretized into bins of length εt. Therefore,
each point in the dataset represents a snapshot of a real-world
location query including x-coordinate, y-coordinate, and time.
In our model, we consider a spatiotemporal trajectory datasets
denoted by T . The dataset consists of trajectories tr1, ..., trn
where n represents the number of trajectories in the dataset
(T = {tr1, ..., trn}, |T | = n). Each trajectory tri is an ordered
set of li spatiotemporal 3D points (tri = {p1, ..., pli}, |tri| =
li). Each point pj is a triplet of x-coordinate, y-coordinate,
and the time of query, respectively.

A. Privacy and Threat Models

In this paper, we adopt a well-known metric called k-
anonymity [4] to ensure the privacy of users.

Definition 1. k-anonymous dataset: A trajectory dataset T
is a k-anonymization of a trajectory dataset T if for every
trajectory in the anonymized dataset T , there are at least k−1
other trajectories with exactly the same set of points, and there
is a one to one mapping relationship between the trajectories
in T and T .

For the threat model, we assume that no uniquely iden-
tifiable information is released while publishing the dataset.
However, the adversary may:
• already know about part of the released trajectory for an

individual and attempt to identify the rest of the trajectory.
• already know the whole trajectory that an individual has

travelled, but try to access other information released
while publishing the dataset by identifying the user in
the dataset.

Our aim is to protect the users against the adversary’s attempt
to access sensitive information that may compromise the
privacy of users.

B. Hierarchical Tree Transformation

To anonymize the dataset, generalization and suppression
techniques are used based on domain generalization hierar-
chy (DGH). A DGH for attribute A, referred to as HA, is
a partially ordered tree structure which maps specific and
generalized values of the attribute A. The root of the tree
is the most generalized value and is returned by function RT
which contains zero bits of information.

Example 1. Consider an 8×8 map. The x-coordinate attribute
can have 8 possible values (0, 1, ..., 7). DGH divides the largest
possible interval for x-coordinate ([0−7]), which is the root of
the tree, to two, four, and eight x-coordinate intervals as DGH
increases in depth. In this example, the lowest level of the tree
can be shown by 3 bits. One bit of information loss incurs by
moving up one level in the tree. Fig. 1 shows the structure
of x-coordinate DGH. For the generation of y-coordinate and
time DGHs, a similar approach can be taken.

Each node on a DGH can be generalized by moving up one
or multiple levels of the DGH. The process of generalizing
nodei to one of its parent nodes nodej is denoted using
nodei → nodej . A special case of generalization, in which
the node is generalized to the root of the DGH, is referred
to as suppression. These two techniques are used as tools
to anonymize the dataset in the following sections. It must
be noted that although quasi-identifiers in this paper are x-
coordinate, y-coordinate, and the time of query, the algorithms
developed in our work can be extended to include other
attributes as well.

Figure 1: An example of DGH for x-coordinate.

C. Loss Metric

In this paper, we quantify the loss using similar metric
proposed in [10].

Definition 2. The information loss incurred during the gener-
alization and suppression while replacing nodei with nodej in
DGH HA is defined as

LS(nodei, nodej) = log2 LF (nodej)− log2 LF (nodei) bits,
(1)

where LF (.) function returns the number of leaves in the
subtree generated by a node and LS(.) function returns the
loss incurred by generalization of the nodes.

Example 2. Consider the DGH given in Fig. 1 the loss
incurred while generalizing node [4 − 5] to [4 − 7] can be
calculated as log2 4− log2 2 = 2 bits.

While generalizing two nodes, it is necessary to find the
lowest common ancestor (LCA). The definition of LCA is
given in Definition 3.
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Definition 3. The LCA of nodes nodei and nodej in HA is
defined as the lowest common parent root of the two nodes.
Function LCA returns the LCA.

The total loss incurred by generalizing nodei and nodej in
HA with their LCA nodep can be calculated as

LS(nodei + nodej , nodep) =
LS(nodei, nodep) + LS(nodej , nodep).

(2)

This value for generalization of trajectory tr to achieve the
anonymized trajectory tr with respect to attribute A can be
calculated as

LS(tr,A) =
|tr|∑
i=1

LS(tri.A, tri.A). (3)

where tri.A indicates the i-th location of the trajectory tr with
respect to the attribute A. Here, A could denote x-coordinate,
y-coordinate, or time. Similarly, the total loss with respect to
an attribute A in an anonymized dataset T can be computed
as

LS(T ,A) =
|T |∑

tr∈T

LS(tr,A) (4)

The problem we seek to answer in this paper is formally
presented in Problem 1 as follows.

Problem 1. Given a trajectory dataset T , a privacy require-
ment k, quasi identifiers x-coordinate, y-coordinate, and time,
how to generate an anonymized dataset T which achieves the
k-anonymity privacy metric and minimizes the total loss with
respect to all the quasi-identifiers formulated as

Minimize{LS(T , x) + LS(T , y) + LS(T , t)}. (5)

III. PROPOSED APPROACH

Our proposed anonymization framework consists of a robust
alignment technique and a machine learning approach for
clustering the trajectory datasets which are presented in this
section.

A. Alignment

The process of alignment is defined as finding the best
match between two trajectories in order to minimize the
overall cost of generalization and suppression. The process
of alignment between two trajectories has been studied in
different domains mostly referred to as sequence alignment
(SA). In this paper, we incorporate a multiple SA technique
called progressive SA [11].

1) Progressive Sequence Alignment: The progressive SA
is commonly used for SA of a set of protein sequences.
Progressive SA is a heuristic approach for multiple SA. As
part of the algorithm, pairwise alignment of the trajectories
is also required. We use dynamic SA for pairwise alignment
of trajectories in progressive SA. Dynamic SA is based on
dynamic programming and commonly used in DNA SA [12],

Figure 2: An example of the progressive SA.

[13]. Fig. 2 explains an example of how the progressive SA
works for four hypothetical sequences tra = {a1, a2, a3, a4},
trb = {b1, b2 }, trc = {c1, c2, c3} and trd = {d1, d2} to gen-
erate the resulting aligned trajectory trr = {r1, r2, r3, r4}.
The longest path (tra) is chosen as the basis and it is
aligned with a randomly chosen trajectory (trb). The pairwise
alignment process is implemented using dynamic SA. Then,
the resulting trajectory is aligned with a third trajectory. The
process continues until all the trajectories are aligned. Instead
of choosing the trajectories randomly during the progressive
SA, the algorithm can choose the trajectory resulting in the
lowest loss during the alignment. In Fig. 2, the way trajectory
elements are located with respect to the longest path is referred
to as the structure of the shorter path and also the spaces
indicate the suppression operation during the alignment.

The dynamic SA algorithm is formally represented in Al-
gorithm 1. Dynamic SA is based on dividing the problem of
finding the best SA to subproblems and storing the solutions
of subproblems in a table or matrix referred to as SAmatrix
in the pseudocode. The objective is to achieve the minimal
cost for SA. As before, the cost of alignment refers to the
loss incurred during the alignment for different attributes of
the sequence which are x-coordinate, y-coordinate, and the
time of the query. A subproblem generation for matching the
first to j-th element of tr1 (tr1 = {p1, , p2, ..., pj}) with
the first to i-th element of tr2 (tr2 = {q1, , q2, ..., qi}) can
be given as 1) match pj and qi; find the optimal alignment
for tr1 = {p1, , p2, ..., pj−1} and tr2 = {q1, , q2, ..., qi−1}
2) suppress pj ; find the optimal alignment for tr1 =
{p1, , p2, ..., pj−1} and tr2 = {q1, , q2, ..., qi} 3) suppress qi;
find the optimal alignment for tr1 = {p1, , p2, ..., pj} and
tr2 = {q1, , q2, ..., qi−1}.

The algorithm starts by creating a (m + 1) × (n + 1)
matrix (SAmatrix), where m and n denote the length of the
trajectories. The matrix will be used to store the minimum cost
of each cell of the grid. Moreover, a list called code stores how
the cells have been reached. Cell [j+1, i+1] can be reached
from three cells [j, i+1], [j+1, i], [j, i]. Each path corresponds
to one of the subproblems explained. After finding all the
values of the matrix and tracing back the list code, the outputs
of the algorithm would be the value of cell [m,n] which is
the minimum value of the total loss (TotLoss) required for
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the dynamic SA, the aligned trajectory (GenTraj), and the
structure of the shorter path compared to the longer path as
ShoTrajStr.

Algorithm 1: DynamicSA(tr1, tr2, Hx, Hy , Ht).

Required variables: tr1 = {p1, , p2, ..., pm},
tr2 = {q1, , q2, ..., qn}, Hx, Hy , Ht

1 SAmatrix← np.zeros([m+ 1, n+ 1])
2 for i in range(m) do
3 Loss← LS(pi.x, rt(Hx)) + LS(pi.y, rt(Hx))

+LS(pi.t, rt(Ht))
4 SAmatrix[i+ 1, 0]← SAmatrix[i, 0] + Loss
5 end
6 for i in range(n) do
7 Loss← LS(qi.x, rt(Hx)) + LS(qi.y, rt(Hx))

+LS(qi.t, rt(Ht))
8 SAmatrix[0, i+ 1]← SAmatrix[0, i] + Loss
9 end

10 options← np.zeros(3)
11 code← list()
12 for i in range(m) do
13 for j in range(n) do
14 Loss← loss incurred by generalizing pi and qj
15 options[0]← SAmatrix[i, j] + Loss
16 Loss← loss incurred by suppressing qj
17 options[1]← SAmatrix[i+ 1, j] + Loss
18 Loss← loss incurred by suppressing pi
19 options[2]← SAmatrix[i, j + 1] + Loss
20 BestOption← np.argmin(options)
21 code.append(index of option with minimum

value)
22 end
23 end
24 TotLoss← SAmatrix[m,n]
25 GenTraj ← trace back the code to generate the

aligned trajectory
26 ShoTrajStr ← trace back the code to find out

structure of shorter trajectory while alignment
27 Return GenTraj, ShoTrajStr, TotLoss

B. Clustering

Clustering can be seen as a search for hidden patterns that
may exist in datasets. In simple words, it refers to grouping
data entries in disjointed clusters so that the members of each
cluster are very similar to each other.

1) k′-means Clustering Approach: k′-means algorithm [14]
is an attractive clustering algorithm currently used in many
applications particularly in data analysis and pattern recogni-
tion [15], [16]. The main advantage of k′-means algorithm
is its simplicity and fast execution time. The reason behind
using a prime notation on top of the variable k is to avoid
any confusion between the meaning of ”k” in the clustering
algorithm and the k used in the definition of k-anonymity
addressed before.

The algorithm aims to partition the input dataset into k′

clusters. The only inputs to the algorithm are the number
of clusters k′ and the dataset. Clusters are represented by
adaptively-changing cluster centres. The initial values of the
cluster centres are chosen randomly. In each stage, the algo-
rithm computes the squared distance of data from the centroids
and partition them based on the nearest centroid to each data.
The algorithm continues the same process until the values
of centroids no longer change. The k′-means algorithm is
guaranteed to converge [17].

In the rest of this section, we explain how the k′-means
algorithm can be applied to trajectory datasets to increase the
privacy of users while publishing the data.

Lemma 1. The total loss incurred by generalizing nodei and
nodej with respect to HA can be calculated as

LS(nodei,nodej) =

|LS(nodei, RT (HA))− LS(nodej , RT (HA))|.
(7)

Lemma 1 indicates that the loss incurred by generalizing
two nodes is equal to the difference of losses incurred by
their suppression. As before, for any clustering outcome of
data, assume that cluster is a two-dimensional list in which
j-th element of the list returns the IDs of the trajectories in the
j-th cluster. Moreover, we denote the j-th cluster head after
generalization and suppression for all the trajectories by hj .
Therefore, the total loss can be written as

Total loss = LS(T , x) + LS(T , y) + LS(T , t)

=

k−1∑
j=0

∑
tr∈cluster[j]

(LS(hj .x, tr.x)

+ LS(hj .y, tr.y) + LS(hj .t, tr.t)).

(8)

As explained in the equation (5), the objective of clustering
algorithms is to minimize this equation. Therefore, using
Lemma 1 the equation (8) can be written as

Total loss = (9)
k−1∑
j=0

∑
tr∈cluster[j]

(|LS(hj .x, RT (Hx))− LS(tr.x,RT (Hx)|

+ |LS(hj .y, RT (Hy))− LS(tr.y, RT (Hy)|
+ |LS(hj .t, RT (Ht))− LS(tr.t, RT (Ht))|. (10)

Rearranging equation (9), the objective equation can be found
by minimizing equation (6). This can be done by maximizing
part B and minimizing part A. Since the cluster heads are
generated based on the clustering algorithm, they cannot be
used as part of the optimization process. Therefore, we aim at
minimizing part A of the equation (6).

Part A in the equation (6) refers to finding the total distance
of each trajectory from DGH root of the attributes. Therefore,
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Total loss =

|T |∑
i=1

(LS(tri.x, RT (Hx)) + LS(tri.y, RT (Hy)) + LS(tri.t, RT (Ht)))︸ ︷︷ ︸
A

−

(

|cluster|∑
i=1

|cluster[i]|∑
j=1

(LS(hj .x, RT (Hx)) + LS(hj .y, RT (Hy)) + LS(hj .t, RT (Ht))))

︸ ︷︷ ︸
B

. (6)

for each trajectory a three dimensional vector < dx, dy. dt >
is constructed where dx, dy , dt store the loss incurred by
generalizing the x-coordinate, y-coordinate, and time, respec-
tively. Having distance of all the points from the roots, we
cluster the trajectories using the k′-means algorithm. The
algorithm clusters trajectories with a similar loss from the root
in the same group. This process is particularly important as
trajectory datasets usually include trajectories as short as one
query to trajectories with hundreds of queries.
k′-means algorithm clusters the trajectories without any

constraint on the minimum number of trajectories that needs to
be in each cluster. For more sensitive applications, a heuristic
approach can be applied on top of the k′-means to make sure
that the all the clusters include at least k′ trajectories.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

In our experiment, we use the data collected by Geolife
project [18]. The geolife dataset includes the GPS trajectories
of 182 users from April 2007 to August 2012 in Beijing,
China. The dataset entails 17, 621 trajectories with a total
distance of 1, 292, 951km. Each entry of data is represented
with coordinates and the time stamp in which the query has
happened. We have conducted our experiments on 1km×1km
central part of the Beijing map with the resolution of 0.01km×
0.01km for each grid cell. The location privacy requirement
(k) of the users are investigated for the values 2, 5, 10 and
15. The experiments are performed on a PC with a 3.40GHz
core-i7 Intel processor, 64-bit Windows 7 operating system,
and 8.00GB of RAM. Python program is used to implement
the algorithms.

It must be noted that the dataset includes trajectories as
large as hundreds of queries and as small as a single query
from the location-based service provider. Therefore, matching
such variant length trajectories would impose a large loss even
for the best possible match of the sequences. Incurred loss of
the proposed framework is demonstrated in Fig. 3. The x-axis
indicates privacy requirement for the dataset (k) and the y-axis
indicates the total loss incurred which includes the loss while
applying generalization and suppression on x-coordinate, y-
coordinate, and the time of the query. Furthermore, the maxi-
mum possible incurred loss which refers to suppressing all the
trajectories is shown by a green dashed line on the graphs. As
expected, increasing the value of k results in a higher incurred

Figure 3: Incurred loss of the proposed algorithm based on
k′-means clustering.

Figure 4: Average value of k achieved applying k′-means
algorithm.

loss due to having larger cluster sets which mean alignment
of a higher number of trajectories in each cluster.

Due to lack of any constraint on k′-means algorithm, some
of the users may experience privacy metric lower than k-
anonymity as it is the case in mobile networks in which some
of the users may experience a lower quality of service. Fig.
4 indicates the average value of k achieved while applying
the k′-means algorithm. It can be seen in the figure that on
average individuals are achieving a privacy level higher than
k applying the proposed approach. The value of the average
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Figure 5: Comparison of our proposed framework with the
previous work in [8].

gets even better as the value of k increases.
Fig. 5 indicates the result of comparison between our pro-

posed anonymization technique and the recent generalization
method proposed in [8]. The authors in [8], attempt to mini-
mize the incurred loss during the anonymization by sorting out
the spatiotemporal locations in the time domain and applying
a heuristic approach. Note that the aim of any anonymization
approach is to maximize utility while preserving the privacy
of users. Utility in generalization techniques refers to the area
released for locations in the dataset. Therefore, to have a fair
comparison, we compare our work with the approach proposed
in [8] based on the average released area for locations. It
can be seen from the figure that our proposed algorithm can
significantly increase the utility of the generalization approach.
In other words, the anonymized dataset has on average smaller
released area per location while preserving the privacy of
users.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have developed a method to preserve the
privacy of users while publishing the spatiotemporal trajecto-
ries. The proposed approach incorporates multiple sequence
alignment for anonymization in addition to developing a
technique that enables the use of machine learning methods
for clustering in the context of privacy. We implemented the
clustering based on k′-means clustering algorithm and applied
it on to Geolife dataset.
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